
40 Websites That Pay You To Write: Earn
Money Doing What You Love
Are you a talented writer looking to monetize your passion? Guess what, your
dream of getting paid to write is closer than you think! With the rise of online
platforms, there are abundant opportunities for writers to showcase their skills
and get rewarded for their work. In this article, we have compiled a list of 40
websites that pay you to write. So, grab your pen and paper, and let's dive into
the exciting world of writing for money!

1. Constant Content: With a rigorous selection process, Constant Content offers
writers a chance to showcase their skills by creating high-quality articles, blog
posts, and other content for clients.

2. Freelancer: Freelancer is a popular platform where writers can find a wide
range of writing gigs. From article writing to copywriting and ghostwriting, this
platform offers various opportunities to earn money.
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3. iWriter: iWriter is a great platform for beginners. It allows you to choose from
different writing projects and earn money based on the quality of your articles.

4. Textbroker: Textbroker offers freelance writing opportunities in various niches.
The platform rates writers based on their quality and assigns appropriate writing
projects accordingly.

5. Upwork: Upwork is a well-known freelance marketplace where writers can find
a wide range of writing jobs. From short blog posts to technical writing, there is
something for every writer on Upwork.

6. Medium: Medium is a popular online publishing platform where writers can
earn money by publishing engaging and informative articles. You can even join
Medium's partner program to generate income through your writing.

7. Writers Weekly: Writers Weekly focuses on paying writers for articles related to
writing and publishing. If you are passionate about the writing industry, this
platform might be a perfect fit for you.

8. RankPay: RankPay allows writers to earn money by creating SEO-friendly
articles for their clients. If you have a strong grasp of search engine optimization,
this platform could be a great opportunity for you.

9. PayPerPost: PayPerPost connects writers with brands that are looking for
sponsored content. You can earn money by writing blog posts, product reviews,
and other promotional content for various brands.
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10. iWriters: iWriters allows writers to earn money by completing writing tasks for
clients. You can choose from a wide range of topics and get paid based on the
word count of your completed projects.

11. TopCoder: TopCoder is a platform where writers can participate in content
creation competitions and win cash prizes. If you enjoy challenges and want to
test your writing skills against others, this is the place to be.

12. WriterBay: WriterBay offers various writing opportunities, including academic
writing, article writing, and editing services. If you have expertise in any specific
niche, you can find suitable projects on WriterBay.

13. Wordapp: Wordapp is a unique platform that allows writers to create content
in a collaborative manner. You can earn money by contributing to writing projects
that are visible to multiple users.

14. Green Light Articles: Green Light Articles offers freelance writing opportunities
in various niches, including health, lifestyle, and technology. You can earn money
by writing informative and engaging articles for their clients.

15. JustParents: JustParents is a platform that pays writers for their parenting-
related articles. If you have experience in raising children or want to share your
parenting tips, JustParents is the place for you.

16. Education World: Education World offers writers the opportunity to produce
educational content for teachers, students, and parents. If you are passionate
about education and want to make a difference, this platform is worth exploring.

17. Funds for Writers: Funds for Writers is a platform that pays writers for their
articles related to writing-related funding opportunities. If you are interested in



sharing tips and resources for writers, this platform could be a great fit.

18. Metro Parent: Metro Parent is a website that pays writers to contribute articles
on parenting, family life, and other relevant topics. If you have personal
experiences or expertise in this area, Metro Parent is an excellent platform to
showcase your work.

19. Reverb Press: Reverb Press pays writers to contribute articles on politics,
news, and current events. If you have a passion for journalism and want to make
an impact with your writing, Reverb Press is a platform to consider.

20. Opinionated Man: Opinionated Man is a blog that pays writers to contribute
guest posts. If you have a unique perspective on different topics and want to
reach a wider audience, this platform is worth exploring.

21. Common Sense Media: Common Sense Media is a platform that pays writers
to contribute content related to technology, media, and parenting. If you are well-
versed in these areas and want to share your insights, this is a great platform for
you.

22. A Fine Parent: A Fine Parent is a popular parenting blog that pays writers to
contribute articles on parenting, personal development, and family-related topics.
If you have valuable advice to offer in these areas, this platform is perfect for you.

23. Cracked: Cracked is a humor website that pays writers for their funny and
entertaining articles. If you have a knack for writing humorously and want to make
people laugh, Cracked is the platform to consider.

24. WOW! Women On Writing: WOW! Women On Writing is a platform that pays
women writers for their creative writing pieces, personal essays, and other literary



works. If you want to empower women through your words, this platform is worth
exploring.

25. Fiverr: Fiverr is a popular platform where writers can offer their writing
services at a competitive price. If you want to attract clients and build a reputation
in the industry, Fiverr is a great platform to start.

26. BootsnAll: BootsnAll pays writers for their travel-related articles. If you have a
passion for exploring new destinations and want to share your travel experiences,
this platform offers a great opportunity.

27. Make a Living Writing: Make a Living Writing is a platform that pays writers for
their informative articles on freelance writing, marketing, and making a living
through writing. If you have valuable insights to share with aspiring writers, this is
the platform for you.

28. The Penny Hoarder: The Penny Hoarder pays writers to contribute articles on
personal finance, saving money, and making extra income. If you have expertise
in this area and want to share your money-saving tips, this platform is worth
considering.

29. Sportskeeda: Sportskeeda is a sports platform that pays writers for their
sports-related articles and analysis. If you are a sports enthusiast and enjoy
writing about your favorite teams and players, this platform is perfect for you.

30. AARP: AARP pays writers for contributing articles on topics related to aging,
retirement, and healthcare. If you have expertise in these areas or want to share
helpful information, becoming a regular contributor to AARP can be rewarding.



31. The Write Life: The Write Life pays writers for their articles on writing,
freelancing, and marketing. If you have valuable advice to offer to other writers,
this platform provides an excellent opportunity to share your insights.

32. The Dollar Stretcher: The Dollar Stretcher pays writers for their articles on
frugal living, budgeting, and personal finance. If you have expertise in these
areas and want to help people save money, this platform is worth considering.

33. Amplify Blog: Amplify Blog pays writers for contributing blog posts on various
topics, including entrepreneurship, technology, and career advice. If you have
expertise in any of these areas, this platform is worth exploring.

34. Blogussion: Blogussion pays writers for their articles on blogging, social
media, and online marketing. If you have valuable advice to offer to fellow
bloggers, this platform provides an excellent opportunity to share your insights.

35. EthanSays.com: EthanSays.com pays writers for their articles on LGBTQ+
topics, including news, lifestyle, and personal experiences. If you want to
contribute to the LGBTQ+ community and share your stories, this platform is
perfect for you.

36. Be a Freelance Blogger: Be a Freelance Blogger pays writers for their articles
on freelancing, writing tips, and making money as a writer. If you want to share
your experiences and help other freelancers succeed, this platform is worth
considering.

37. Earth Island Journal: Earth Island Journal pays writers for their articles on
environmental issues, conservation, and green living. If you are passionate about
protecting the planet and want to raise awareness through your writing, this
platform could be a great fit.



38. Animal Wellness Magazine: Animal Wellness Magazine pays writers for
contributing articles on pet care, animal wellness, and holistic health. If you have
a passion for animals and want to share your knowledge, this platform offers a
great opportunity.

39. WebLoggerz: WebLoggerz pays writers for their articles on web development,
blogging, and online marketing. If you have expertise in these areas and want to
share your insights, this platform is perfect for you.

40. HerStories Project: HerStories Project pays writers for their personal essays
and stories related to women's experiences. If you have a compelling story to
share or want to express your thoughts on women's issues, this platform is worth
exploring.

In , the world of writing is full of opportunities to make money doing what you
love. Whether you are a seasoned writer or just starting your journey, there are
numerous websites and platforms willing to pay for your talent and creativity. So,
don't wait any longer, start exploring these 40 websites and unleash your
potential as a paid writer today!
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Get started with the best of
freelance writing websites.
Discover websites that pay
up to $1,000+ per article.
Book's coverage:
Getting Started As a Content Writer (Chapter 1)
—What do you need to know before starting?
—What tools do you need?
—How much capital do you need?
—How do you make yourself available to employers?
... and more.

11 Writing Tools / Productivity Apps for Writers (Chapter 2)
—How do you keep yourself away from distraction?
—How can you stay motivated at all times?
—What tool do you need to write SEO-friendly articles?
...and more.

40 Websites that Pay You to Write (Chapter 3)
— Where you can find regular writing gigs on the web as a freelance writer.
— Find freelance writing gigs for all industries such as sport, academic/education,
medical/health, travel, entertainment, etc.
— How to develop relationships and keep your clients coming back.
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— In-depth analysis of each site's requirements for hiring writers, content
submission, payment methods, and policies.
— Websites to earn up to $1.75 per word, or $1500 per article.
— Direct website sign up links / pages, so you don't have to stress yourself
finding them.
— How and what you need to start a blog for your writing hustle.
— Discover a site you can get funding for your creative writing.
— Bonus sites to find remote and non-remote jobs as a freelance writer.
— Tips and tricks to distinguish yourself from the crowd.
...and more.

How to Start a Content Marketing Agency (Chapter 4).
—Why you must plan to launch a content marketing agency in the future.
—What you need to start a content marketing agency.
—How to market your content writing business for free.
—What factors determine your area of focus.
—How to stand out as a content marketing professional.
—How to face the competition and still succeed as a content marketer.
...and more.

Explore More Resources for Content Writing (Chapter 5).
—Great resource recommendations to widen your horizon.

Who is this book written for?
— Professional freelance writers who want to earn more.
— Beginner freelance writers in search of where to get accepted and build their
portfolios and get established as a writer.
— People with zeal to earn extra income.
— People who want to build a career in writing.



How To Catch a Snowman - The Ultimate Guide
Are you tired of trying to catch a snowman only for it to magically dissolve
in your hands? Look no further! In this comprehensive guide, we will
show you the step-by-step...

How To Catch The Tooth Fairy: The Ultimate
Guide Revealed
Every child goes through the exciting phase of losing their baby teeth. As
parents, we often find ourselves playing the role of the Tooth Fairy,
sneakily swapping the tooth...

A Comprehensive Guide on How To Catch
Monster
Monsters have always fascinated humans, from legendary creatures of
myths and folklore to the mysterious creatures that lurk in the darkest
depths of our imagination. While...

10 Foolproof Ways to Catch a Leprechaun and
Find His Pot of Gold
Are you ready to embark on an exciting journey to catch a mischievous
leprechaun and discover his legendary pot of gold? Look no further! In
this comprehensive guide, we'll...
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Famous Men of Rome: The Remarkable
Journey of Adam Wallace
When we think about the great civilization of Rome, our minds often
conjure images of emperors, gladiators, and legions of soldiers.
However, there are many famous men who...

Unveiling the Secrets: How To Catch A Dragon
like a Pro!
Dragons, mythical beasts with immense power and strength, have
captivated the human imagination for centuries. From ancient tales to
modern literature and movies, dragons...

The Ultimate Guide: How To Catch a Turkey and
Master the Art of Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving is just around the corner, and what better way to celebrate
the harvest season than by catching your own turkey? Imagine
impressing your friends and...

40 Websites That Pay You To Write: Earn Money
Doing What You Love
Are you a talented writer looking to monetize your passion? Guess what,
your dream of getting paid to write is closer than you think! With the rise
of online platforms, there...
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